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CRIME ! CRIME ! CRIME !
The Chief of Police, Mr. Nato, was
very upset about the crime rate. He
called a meeting with the head of
Security, Mrs. Anto, and the deputy,
Ms. Funeka. In the meeting he was
asking tuff questions and demand
some problem solving ideas.
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Deputy Funeka said there
is much we can do to solve
the problem. Putting up
signs to warn the Criminals
to make them aware of
Police presence. Also
working closer together
with the Neighbourhood
watch. Wow, what a smart
lady.

Later that day the Chief
said to the press, and I
quote:
“I am heartbroken to
see my city falling in the
hands of criminals.

Talented men
in our community
Everybody
I am still wondering about some of the
plants in Shaun’s nursery, way back in
Uni, one of my friends grandmothers
had these plants in her back yard. She
was, in a weird way, very protective
over these plants, strange lady, but
she was always happy and friendly,
though. Maybe the happiness has got
nothing to do with the plants, maybe
Shaun is just happy about life and
therefore he donate food to the needy.
Also he has a new product line at he
nursery, birdfeeders that he made all
by himself. Go Shaun!

Well-well what do you
know, handsome and
talented. Some of you
might have seen the new
Rookie Everybody
on facebook, but I
just want to make sure
that everyone knows he
is a great artist. He can
draw any bird on any
surface, with any kind of
medium, wow, what a
man. That is why he is
chosen as the Pelican
of the month. Keep on
drawing and painting
rookie-man.

Everybody who was anybody and
Somebody, even sleeping beauty,
were there. Waving, eating, posing,
smiling, and dancing. Off course the
big “kahuna” who was teaching
everyone how to do the Kentucky
fried chicken dance, was no one else
than our big nursery business man
Shaun. Wow, the talent, amazing!

There were some lovely slow dancing music where you could get
close with a loved one, and …….. excuse me, who is this dude
looking at Miss Kelly’s c…..., O, sorry, she is looking at his …….
Uhm, cellphone, O, OK then, let’s move on.
Shaun was still doing his
pizza hut thing when this
beautiful brunet thing was
dancing right in front of him.
At the same time she saw
and it was love at first site.
They were inseparable for
the rest of the evening.
O, so sweet, young love!

